
IT & Computing  
 

Our children live in a world that runs on technology. It is a constantly              
upgrading era in which they control their lives with their fore finger or             
thumbs! Fewer children in our area are pursuing academic         
studies in computing and IT however it is the biggest          

growing industry. We need to equip our children with ALL of the skills they              
need to progress and live in the 21st century. With technology change            
constantly how do we do this? 
 
When the new curriculum came out everyone jumped on the new buzz word - coding.               
Children began writing and putting together code but this created a skills gap. The new IT                
and Computing curriculum has 3 strands to it and we need to make sure our children are                 
competent in all areas.  
 

➢ Computer Science - this was the new strand that had everyone reaching for code.              
This strand includes writing algorithms, programming and code. 

➢ Digital Literacy - this strand looks at the use of computing; knowing how to use the                
internet safely and responsibly. 

➢ Information Technology - this looks at the use of technology in presentation of work,              
for example creating spreadsheets, writing word documents, preparing presentations         
etc… 

 
We need to future proof our children to live successful lives in the digital era by: 

➢ Broad and exciting Computing & IT curriculum 
➢ Children to use the Google Drive  
➢ Barefoot computing -computing does not always need a computer! 
➢ Use IT across the curriculum (not just in IT lessons) 
➢ Ensure all teachers are upskilled in the use of technology 

 
Why Google?  
 
As a school we have moved away from the traditional use of Microsoft products instead               
favouring the Google versions. Our feeder comprehensive school uses Google products           
(docs, slides, sheets, classroom etc…) and by introducing them to our children at an early               
age it will allow them to be a step ahead of their peers in the next stage of their education.                    
The cloud based sharing potential of Google means work is accessible at anytime on any               
device. 
 
Internet safety 
 
More and more children, at younger ages are creating their digital tattoo through the use of                
social media sites - Youtube, Instagram, Musicly, Snapchat and         
many more. We always encourage our children to stay safe          
online and to keep their profiles save and private. We have           
regular safety talks as well as internet safety lessons as part of            
the IT and Computing curriculum.  
 


